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Well, there we have it, another successful monthly members’ meeting held April 25, featuring 
Whatcom artist and art teacher Trish Harding. Always an inspirational speaker, with many fun 
stories to tell about living and painting locally, Trish brought in two of her latest paintings and 
showed many photos of her work and fun art classes. Many of our members have taken     
classes from Trish at her Studio UFO on Bay Street. If you are a painter looking to stretch       
further, check her out. 

As we come out of the pandemic, we are experimenting with new venues for the general 
meeting. April’s meeting was at the Hampton Inn. Thanks to everyone who attended and gave 
feedback on the venue. We continue with our search for great meeting places, all suggestions 
gratefully received. Our next meeting will be held on the 4th Monday of May, May 23rd. News 
on venue and program will be coming to you mid-May. 

From The President . . . .   

The new special interest groups, on acrylics and watercolors, are up and running, with regu-
lar worksessions happening. Look further in the newsletter for updates from those groups. 
Thank you Belinda Botzong and Beth Roberson for coordinating. Our survey earlier this year 
told us that the next two interests are Shows and Photographing One’s Own Art. During this 
month, we will be organizing to start these up and will send out information to all – read 
those emails! 

We have a special event organized for later in the month – a guided tour of Dakota Arts by 
the staff, talking about the various products and classes available at this much-appreciated 
local art store. You can sign up for one of two dates-see page 4 within for more info, or check 
with June Kiefer at trustee1@whatcomartguild.org.  
There is an exciting development from the Port of Bellingham, down at Waterfront Park – a 
venue for pop-up art shows known as The Container Shop. We are researching the oppor-
tunity and may have some news soon. In the meantime, check it out for yourself at 
www.portofbellingham.com/1004/Downtown-Waterfront. 

Welcome May! I hope you are enjoying the variable Spring weather that 
April has been throwing at us, and that you had the time to visit our 
beautiful Skagit Valley tulip and daffodil fields. What a display! I hope that 
all of our members involved in art shows throughout the Valley during the 
Tulip Festival had a successful show.  

Got any thoughts and ideas for our Guild? Don’t hesitate to send them along. Happy creating! 

Pat Fisher 

president@whatcomartguild.org  

mailto:trustee1@whatcomartguild.org
http://www.portofbellingham.com/1004/Downtown-Waterfront
mailto:president@whatcomartguild.org


            Anyone who needs the log in info again can email Tracy Webster at 
     membership@whatcomartguild.org. 

THE DIRECTORY IS FOR WAG MEMBERS ONLY  

AND SHOULD NOT BE SENT TO NON-MEMBERS.   
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WAG members now have access to the current WAG Membership Directory which 
will be updated monthly and posted in the monthly WAG Newsletter at the bottom 
of the first page following “From the President”, . . .  

To access the directory, click on the below link, then provide the username and 
password which you should have recently received in a WAG email. 
         https://whatcomartguild.org/memberdirectory 

Tracy Webster                
WAG Membership Director 

WAG MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY NEWS!  

mailto:membership@whatcomartguild.org
https://whatcomartguild.org/memberdirectory/


May at the Whatcom Art Market 
May – time for opening windows and beginning to feel summer may be possible. The Market’s windows      
are full of Spring and Summer lightness. Our customers love to take home one of our locally created art    
pieces as a wedding, housewarming or birthday gift, or to treat themselves, or find just the right unique      
and artful greeting cards.  

Special event: Fairhaven Festival, celebrating the competitors in the annual Ski to Sea event, is 
Sunday May 29th, 10-5. Artists Skip Patten (morning), Penny Welch (1-4) and Chel Hull (afternoon) will 
be at the Art Market demonstrating carving or whittling (Skip), card-making (Penny) and wood burning 
artistry (Chel). Come visit and see who else may be around to chat about their art. 

Are you an artist looking for companionship of others? Visit the Market, talk to our artists, think about 
joining the Whatcom Art Guild and maybe showing your art in the Market. Check out 
www.whatcomartguild.org for information on signing up. Check out our artists’ creations online at 
www.whatcomartmarket.org. ‘Like’ us on Facebook or Instagram for regular updates 
(@WhatcomArtMarket).  

1103 11th Street, Bellingham (Fairhaven)  360 738 8564.  

Featured Artists: Each week we spotlight one of our 45 artists. For May, our special artists are:  

May 2-8:  Norma Appleton - Landscape Paintings and Jewelry. Norma completed her art training in     
the Pacific NW. Working in watercolor, acrylics, pen and ink and colored pencil, her subjects include 
birds, wildlife, landscapes and cartooning. Her jewelry is created from many different mediums and she      
continually searches for different ways of creating original art and jewelry. Find out more about her at 
www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/norma-appleton/, https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/norma-
appleton and https://norma-appleton.pixels.com/.  

May 9-15: Richard Bulman, Bulman Fine Art - Stone Etchings, Painting, Jewelry. Rick is an advocate for 
Renaissance art, a true lover of realism in art, on a constant search for use of the right medium, texture 
and color to bring out the beauty of his subjects. Rick will be on-site, demonstrating his hand engraved 
and painted stone pieces Saturday, May 15, 11 to 2. Find out more about him and his art at 
www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/richard-bulman/ and www.bulmanfineart.com.    

May 16-22: Harmony Theissen - Abstract Paintings. In love with life, with sensibilities and vision honed 
by her travels through Africa, Asia, Central America and Eastern Europe, Harmony uses experimental 
methods with color, texture and mediums to create her abstract paintings. The artist will be on site 
Tuesday-Sunday, May 17-22, noon-5pm, demonstrating her abstract painting concepts, sharing stories 
and tips. Bring a photo in and Harmony will choose photos to use in her demonstration. You take the 
painting home as a gift. Find out more about Harmony and her art at www.whatcomartmarket.org/
project/chel-hull-2.   

May 23-29: Skip Patten - Wood Carving. As a lover of the fine art of wood working, Skip appreciates and 
builds on the unique character of each piece of wood that he lovingly carves and finishes. Each bowl, 
table, tool and whimsey is a testament to his skill of seeing the beauty in each individual piece of wood. 
Meet him May 29, 11-2 and find out how to have your own piece made specially for you. Learn more 
about Skip and his work at www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/skip-patten and www.svwoodwork.com.  

May 30-June 5: Elvy Schmoker- Bear Art Studios, Etched Glassware & Jewelry. Discover the inspired de-
signs and creation of glassware and jewelry made by Elvy and husband Dave. You will love the beauty 
and excellent eye for detail in each of their pieces and will be hard-pushed to decide which one is for 
you. Although great as gifts, you will find it hard to resist taking some home for yourself. Find out more 
at www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/elvy-schmoker and www.bearartstudios.com.   

http://www.whatcomartmarket.org
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/norma-appleton/
https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/norma-appleton
https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/norma-appleton
https://norma-appleton.pixels.com/
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/richard-bulman/
http://www.bulmanfineart.com
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/chel-hull-2
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/chel-hull-2
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/skip-patten
http://www.svwoodwork.com
http://www.whatcomartmarket.org/project/elvy-schmoker
http://www.bearartstudios.com
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If you’re interested in attending the seminar, you’ll need to register. 

           For questions, or to register, email June Kiefer at   

    jeffnjunekiefer@comcast.net.       

         

Dakota Art manager Alan Weydert will talk about his merchandise 
and 3 new products: 
     Paper 101 
     Brushes 101 
     Canvas/stretching canvas 
Alan will also talk about toxins in paints and introduce some New 
Products: 
   Watercolor paint named “Qor”   
   Color pencil stick used with water 
   Golden medium Acrylic paints/vanishes and demos 
          which will be held in the gallery area of Dakota Art. 

Seats for the Dakota Art Seminar (mentioned in the April 15th newsletter) are 

filling up fast!   

There are two seminar dates available:  
             Wednesday, May 25th, 7pm – 9pm 

              & 

                     Sunday, June 5th,  2pm – 4pm 

The seminars are for WAG members only and they’re FREE !!! 

mailto:jeffnjunekiefer@comcast.net


The newly established Acrylics Special Interest Group (SIG) meets the first 
and third Monday of the month from 6:30-8pm. We come from a wide variety 
of experience - from zero to many years.   
 
Our newest member is Seth Thompson who makes the trip from Mill Creek 
to join us. After learning about the acrylic SIG on Instagram, Seth joined WAG 
specifically because he wanted to learn how to paint.  

Our first meeting included five of our  
group of six so far, and we spent time 
brainstorming and planning what all of us 
were interested in getting out of the group. 
In our next meeting (Monday, May 2), we 
plan to work together to learn how to do 
backgrounds for acrylic works. Then we 
will have a demo and hands-on experience 
with acrylic pour media. And lastly, we will 
each create tiles that can be sealed with 
resin and used for coasters or wall art.  

The Acrylic SIG meetings take place at Refind Creations Studio in the 
Hardware building downtown Bellingham. The address is 215 W. Holly-B28 
with the entrance at the archway on Bay Street. Call Belinda Botzong at 360 
966-6473 for directions if necessary. 
 
There’s room for more WAG members who might be interested in joining 
our group. Call Belinda Botzong at 360 966-6473 for more info, or to reserve 
a seat.  

SIG Facilitator, Belinda Botzong 



The newly established Watercolor Special Interest Group (SIG) met this past 
Thursday at the Art Market at 6pm. 
 
The five members attending did some painting on a crazy "splash and splatter" 
technique (below) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Later we brainstormed for future ideas and techniques that we could try in order 
to further our knowledge of watercolor. 
 
We have lots to share together and would like a "hands-on" painting experience 
each time we meet. 
 
We will be meeting the second and fourth Thursday of each month from        
6:30-8pm at the WAM. 
 
We currently have 5 members, and due to space considerations, the class will 
have a limit of 8 people. 
 
If you’re interested in joining us, email Beth Roberson at crownlbeth@comcast.net   
to reserve a seat and to be put on the SIG email list. 
 

SIG Facilitator,  Beth Roberson 



 

 

This month’s Artists of The Month competition was very nearly 

a four-way tie-it was close enough that we called it that.        
The artists will have their winning art displayed at a local venue 

for the month of June. 

                          Belinda Botzong           
“Frosted Explosion” mixed media collage    

(Will be displayed at the Colophon)  

                  Janille Dutton         “                            
              Sangria and Cream” acrylic pour     

(Will be displayed at Banner Bank-Cornwall)  



 

                  Kay Dee Powell         
 “Ascending” Encaustic on cedar wood        
            (Will be displayed at WAM)  

                        Allison Cowman                  
 “A Mechanical Deity Watches us         
    from this Desolate Place” Oil 
     (Will be displayed at WAM)  

 



Hello Members, 
 
We have had many requests for a new challenge, so your team put their 
heads together and have come up with a subject we think will apply to      
all members working in many different mediums.  
 
      The subject is simply entitled “LIGHT.” 
 
The challenge is to show how light can add a little magic to artwork. 
Daylight streaming through a widow, moonlight glistening on a stream, 
candle light glowing in a dark hallway, all add mystery.   
 
Shafts of sunlight through the trees can add excitement.  Dark shadows 
contrasted with bright light can bring us to the center of the work.  Dark 
and light colors in jewelry or a basket can add drama and interest.  Light 
that gleams through glass can bring delightful unexpected reflections.   
 
We hope you will grab the materials of your choice and show us how you 
interpret “LIGHT” in your own work. Then bring your project to share at 
the June WAG meeting. (It does not have to be finished or gallery ready.) You may 
win a monetary prize and we will all learn from creating and sharing ideas 
together. 
 

      We hope to see your newly created work in June. 
   
Your challenge team,  
    
 

 
 

 
     

           Celia Clarke                   Karen VerBurg               Beth Roberson 



A big WAG Thank You to . . .  

Gloria Weintraub who donated three art 
videos to the WAG video library. Look for 
these titles at the library table at WAG’s 
monthly meetings:  

Composition and Design For Landscape Painting 

                       by Richard McKinley                        

Loosen Up Techniques, Improvisations in the Studio   

       by Robert Burridge. 

Landscape Painting in Pastel, Plein Aire 

     by Liz Sullivan.   



       WHATCOM ART MARKET 
              is celebrating their               

     12th ANNIVERSARY 

PLACE:  1103 11th St, FAIRHAVEN (WAM)    

DATE:      MAY 3rd, 2022                                                   

TIME:      6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 

    PROVIDED: 

     Canned Beverages 

      Coffee/Tea/Water 

     Finger sandwiches 

       Finger desserts 

   

I hope you as members of WAM will come and                 
join in the celebration. 

Also, all WAG members are invited to share in our            
celebration and take in a tour of the WAM. 

       We are very proud of this gallery and hope that   
                   you will join us.           

   This is an after-hours OPEN HOUSE so we can enjoy       
 ourselves as we celebrate our accomplishments.   

 Spouses are invited to help us celebrate!!!       

Peg Alexander, WAM VP 



If you’ve not been to the Co-op, you’re in for a treat. They have great 
produce, lots of interesting groceries, a delicious deli and yummy pastries. 
Why not enjoy a meal while taking in Caroline’s paintings? Remember to buy 
a prepared meal to take home for dinner.  

The paintings of WAG member Caroline Schauer 

are currently on display at the Cordata Community 

Food Co-op (Bellingham) until the end of June.  

The Cordata Community CO-OP is located at                         
315 Westerly Rd., B'ham up the road from                           

Whatcom Community College. 



Unlike wheel thrown pottery, all of her pieces are 
meticulously hand-built using clay slabs. While a 
wheel-thrown piece normally takes a few minutes   
to make, a slab-built dish can take hours, if not days 
to perfect. Her ceramic work speaks of her memories  
of home and the process of self-healing.  

Hessa Al Ajmani is an Emirati visual artist born in   
Abu Dhabi and based in Ajman. Her practice as an artist   
is heavily influenced by curiosity of the human psychology 
and the natural world, and the idea of  observing things 
which are not so noticeable. 

Her current work with ceramics translates her 
passion for exploration and observation by 
imprinting native plants and wildflowers onto 
functional ceramicware as a form of research to 
understand more about the native flora that is 
present in the UAE. A key element and driving 
force of her current research is her deep 
appreciation of pottery as an ancient craft.  

Through imprints of flower, leaves, and patterns, it 
invokes a sense of nostalgia and the idea of home as a 
space of free thought and personal growth. With no 
two pieces identical, each ceramic piece is unique and 
holds its own character and charm. “Working with clay 
has been especially therapeutic for me because it has 
nurtured my appreciation for imperfections and 
acceptance of things which are not necessarily within 
my control, thus growing my sense of patience and 
unconditional love for my work” said Ajmani. 



Strategically designed lively shadows and rich luminous washes of transparent 
color describe the work of New York artist Marlies Merk Najaka. "I want the viewer 
to experience the intensity and reaction to the way light bounces through space 
and transforms a subject and its perceived color and to see shadows as more 
than just a black shape" relates the artist. 

"My work is as much about what I eliminate 
from my paintings as it is about what I include." 

It is Marlies unique and sensitive use of color that 
makes her art so recognizable. She is able to capture 
the delicate essences of shadow and light and 
incorporate them with a forceful underlying 
composition. Because of the unique method in 
which she applies her watercolors, Najaka is able to 
achieve richly toned and extremely complex glazes 
of color. Her paintings appear truly illuminated from 
within. 

 
 



Her giclee prints are produced on the same paper 
that she uses for her original paintings: heavyweight, 
archival watercolor paper with deckled edges.  
 

Marlies has been a professional artist for over     

30 years. Her paintings are included in many     

corporate, museum, and private collections.  

She is a signature member of the American   

Watercolor Society and the National Watercolor 

Society. 

 
"My goal with every painting is to see how much I can leave out rather than how 
much I can put in," states the artist. She effectively combines similar values, 
shapes and colors in the picture plane to provide the foundation for her work. 
"Although my subjects appear to be realistically rendered," explains Najaka." 
They are actually composed of abstract shapes.  



Jane Aukshunas 
Contemporary Oil Pastel 

“I find a deep sense of  serenity in the natural world, 
and so, as an artist, I attempt to convey that sense of  
joy and tranquility which is so often elusive in our 
fast-moving electronic culture. That many of  my 
works are displayed in healing environments leads 
me to believe that I have captured some of  that 
essence and that my art goes forth to soothe the 
world”. . . Jane Aukshunas 

Jane Aukshunas lives in the 

Willamette Valley of Oregon which is 

rich with diverse terrain supporting 

what may be the widest variety of 

crops in the world which inspires the 

landscapes she creates.  

Over the years, Jane has traveled to 

Italy and Hawaii to draw some of the 

world’s most beautiful landscapes 

and she’s studied traditional Balinese 

painting in Bali, Indonesia. 



Jane Aukshunas 
Contemporary Oil Pastel 

“Going out to paint in different seasons to capture the changing colors of  the 
year, I tune in to the mysterious power of  the natural world and translate 
what I see and feel into the essential elements, shapes, and colors that are the 
crux of  my imagery.” 

“Searching out the Pacific 
Northwest’s most beautiful 
places, I paint the crimson clover 
fields of  spring, summer’s 
flowing rows of  lavender, golden 
autumn vineyards, mauve berry 
fields in winter, and throughout 
the year, I am always searching  
for just the right hillsides to 
capture the stretching shadows 
cast by the late afternoon sun.”   



Jane Aukshunas 
Contemporary Oil Pastel 

 

“When I was about 10 years old, I discovered oil pastels and have been enamored 
of  them ever since. Oil pastels consist of  pigment mixed with a binder of  wax and 
non-drying oil. They are much creamier than chalk pastels, allowing a greater 
freedom of  expression than pencils and more control than paint. I adore them for 
their textural sensuality and find them delightful to apply to the wood panels and 
paper on which I work. Over many years of  experimentation in my studio, I have 
developed oil pastel techniques that blend both drawing and painting. To achieve 
my lush landscape imagery, I utilize thick applications of  richly colored oil 
pastels, working the creamy pigments with my fingers and other tools.”  

“I like to work en plein air, but 
painting outdoors can sometimes be 
challenging. At times, while working 
by the side of  busy roads, I have had 
to hold tightly to my drawing board 
when trucks roared by. I have had to 
devise ways to keep my oil pastels from 
melting on hot summer days. During 
the rainy season, I occasionally have  
to work inside my car, using the 
windshield wipers to clear my view of  
the landscape.”  

On her website, Jane speaks about how she mastered oil pastels. 



Jane Aukshunas 
Contemporary Oil Pastel 

“Perhaps because my formal art training is rooted in design, I pare down the 
world around me to the essential elements, shapes and colors that have become the 
crux of  my imagery. Vibrant color and sensuality of  line give my work a playful 
and contemporary feeling, and the images in my art reflect my love of  rhythm, 
music and movement. I have had a lifelong interest in textiles, and consequently, 
my imagery is influenced by fabric design.”  

Jane’s colorful, graphic landscapes hearken back to the 1930s’ midwestern 

Regionalist style of such artists as Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood. Her use 

of color, relates to the early 1900s European artists who were dubbed the Fauves 

(wild beasts) and whose leading member was Henri Matisse. Her latest 

inspiration comes from artists such as Gustav Klimt, Georgia O’Keeffe, Emily Carr, 

Paul Gauguin, Henri Rousseau, Wanda Ga’g and Japanese wood-block prints. 



The Great Smoky Arts and Crafts Community located in Gatlinburg Tennessee 

is the largest independent organization of artisans in the United States. As 

such, it doesn’t disappoint in the diversity of crafts which the visiting public 

can see first hand, while the artists work and discuss the history of their craft.   

For years, artists and craftsmen practiced their specialty in downtown Gatlinburg, 

sometimes in studios and galleries, and often out on the street where visitors and 

residents could watch them develop their creations.  



Weather, increased traffic, excessive commissions to shop owners, and other 

disruptions were impacting the artist’s ability to work as they wanted. So, in 1937 they 

decided to move their craft shops a short few miles down the highway to the Glades, 
where many of them lived. They left downtown to the shop owners and set up their 

own shop, studios, and galleries, in or near their homes. The artisans invited folks 

visiting Gatlinburg to come out to the Glades to see their facilities and look at their 

wares.  

They soon realized they could do better work and more of it because of the availability 

of their tools and supplies. Their mental outlook improved as well because of being 

close to the comfort and surroundings of home, family and friends.  

As word spread, more and more visitors to the area found their way to the Glades in 

search of locally created art, carvings, furniture, brooms, pottery, sculptures, candles, 

scrimshaw, and dozens of other local artistic creations. As the visitors increased, so        

to did eateries and lodging. The community continued to grow and new facilities were 

built to house the ever growing number of artists and craftsmen.  



The heart of Smoky Mountain arts and crafts is Old Mill Square at Pigeon Forge (below) 

which has been home to Pigeon Forge pottery making for over forty years. The area’s 

heritage is also being preserved through a variety of crafts that are practiced at the 

nearby shops of The Old Mill Square. Pigeon Forge woodworking and Pigeon Forge 

jewelry are among the  most sought after items for locals and visitors alike. 

Pigeon Forge is also home to various craft fairs throughout the year, the largest 

being A Mountain Quilt fest, and nearby Sevierville inherits the artisan history as 

well as part of the Smoky Mountain Arts and Crafts Community. The downtown 

area has many art galleries, pottery shops, and handmade furniture and saddles  
on display year round. 

 

https://www.visitmysmokies.com/area-information/pigeon-forge/old-mill-square/


Joao Pereira de Souza is a 71-year-old fisherman who lives in a small      
island village near Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.  

One day at work, Joao stumbled upon a dying penguin and took the poor 
penguin onto his boat, cleaned him from oil and poisonous materials, 

Ever since then, Dindim has been dividing his time between Joao and 
his real family. From June to February, Dindim hangs out with Joao, 
then he swims about 5,000 miles toward the coasts of Argentina and 
Chile, to reconnect with his family of penguins. 
 
 

 

 

 

Dindim doesn’t let other people come near him. However, when he’s 
with Joao, they do everything together.  

Once Dindim was strong enough, Joao tried to release him back into  the 
ocean world, but the penguin kept swimming back to him. A few months 
later once he grew feathers, Dindim swam off. Then, a short few months 
later he came back to Joao’s regular beach and quickly found him again.  


